Cennox
THE AEGIS5
PROTECTING YOUR PUMPS
FROM CARD SKIMMERS!
As card skimming increases at the gas pump,
Cennox has designed AEGIS5, a five point
card protection solution specifically to detect
and protect against card fraud at the pump.
Cennox, a leading company in the development of card
security products, has launched the AEGIS5. A multilayered protective solution, AEGIS5 prevents skimmers
from being installed, provides a visible deterrent to
criminals and can detect when illegal activity is underway
at the gas pump.

AN INDUSTRY UNDER ATTACK
• It is estimated that 37 million Americans refuel daily.
• 29 Million pay for fuel with a credit or debit card.
• A single compromised pump can capture data from
30 to 100 cards per day

ONE TIME INSTALLATION COST
Cennox benefits from having our own accredited
nationwide field team, who are authorized to install the
AEGIS5 at gas stations. Unlike other organizations, we
do not charge installations per pump, but per site visit.
Our solutions are effective and our pricing attractive.
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NEW ADVANCED CABINET LOCK SET

ARMOR PLATED CASING

Designed to replace the freely available universal locks,
a new advanced cabinet lock set provides the first line of
defense to prevent illegal access to the gap pump chamber.

A unique reinforced armored casing is fitted inside the gas
pump chamber. This defensive element prevents access to
the card reader and supporting electronics.
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THE ‘BULLET STUD’

The ‘Bullet Stud’ can be installed on-site and retro fit to the
card reader. This visible deterrent prevents the criminal
installing overlay skimmers on the pump.

A ‘ONE TIME CODE’ LOCK

Built into the armor plated cage is a ‘one time code’ lock.
Designed to only give access to approved staff or engineers.
With a double authentication protocol, each lock is
specifically allocated to our customers account.
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SIGNAL JAMMING

For total protection, the AEGIS 5 from Cennox, can also
come with our electronic signal jamming for the
ultimate in pump security.
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This is a well organized crime, undertaken by people with no respect
for the law, the people they impact or the businesses they effect.
I’m proud to be able to supply an effective solution which stops this
crime, protects our clients livelihoods and rebuilds their customer’s
confidence that their data is safe at the pump.
Tracy Heiner, CMO, Cennox
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